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How to Make a Repair Guide
This guide shows you how to take great photographs for making guides.
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INTRODUCTION
Learn two skills at once—restring a guitar and take great photographs for guides.

TOOLS:
Guitar Tuner (1)
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Step 1 — How to Make a Repair Guide


This guide shows you how to
replace your guitar strings and
improve your photography skills!



The photography setup doesn't have
to be fancy. All you need is a
camera, tripod, and some carefullyplaced lights.



Before you start taking your real
shots, take some sample pictures to
test your lighting.
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Step 2



Before you start taking your real shots, take some sample pictures to test your lighting.

 Pay attention to:


How "white" your whites are



Shadows and reflections



Under- and overexposure



Auto-white-balance sometimes doesn't function properly. If you're indoors, use the tungsten or
incandescent (3000K range) setting. If you're outdoors, select daylight (5600K). On some cameras
you can also automatically set white balance by taking a picture of a sheet of paper.



When you take pictures on a light background, the picture will sometimes appear too dark. To
compensate for this, increase the exposure.

 Once you have a lighting setup that you're happy with, leave it the same for the entire shoot.
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Step 3



Find a location that has plenty of light. Don't use a background that's too visually complex.



Use two lamps on the object, one on each side.



It may be tempting, but don't rotate the camera to take portrait shots. For layout consistency, we
require all photos have a landscape 4:3 aspect ratio.



Mount the camera to a tripod if you can. Most of today's cameras work great for taking guide
pictures. All of the guitar pictures were taken using a Canon PowerShot S410.



It certainly helps to hook the camera up to your computer after your few initial shots to see how
they look on a bigger screen.
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Step 4

 Allowing the camera to auto-focus should be fine most of the time. However, in rare circumstances
the camera focuses on the background instead of the object you're trying to capture. You can
zoom in on the object or move the object away from the background.


Many cameras have a close-up or macro mode (often termed the 'flower' setting). Use this mode if
your subject is less than 2 feet from the camera.



Shoot at the highest resolution possible so you have more flexibility when cropping the shot. We
require you upload an image that is at least 800 x 600 pixels.



Set your ISO to the lowest possible number (ideally 50-200 ISO). The ISO setting adjusts the
camera's sensitivity to light. The higher this setting, the grainier the photo will be.
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Step 5



Finally, on to the guitar string instructions: Unwind the guitar key.



It's important to have your hand in the shot in order to convey the action being performed.



This can be difficult. It's easy to get your arm in the shot, or have your hand obstruct what you're
trying to show.



Fill the frame with the part of the subject pertinent to the step you're describing. When in doubt, go
closer - but don't use digital zoom.



A lone person can often take all the pictures with a fair amount of dexterity and the help of a tripod.
Of course, practice makes perfect!



Most cameras have a short (2-10 second) timer option that can free your hands for a shot. This will
also eliminate camera shake from pressing the shutter button.
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Step 6



Remove the bridge pin to free the other side of the string.



Sometimes, you need to take the picture slightly differently than you would actually perform the
task. Some things are impossible to show the actual action.



Removing a bridge pin takes some force wiggling back and forth, which you can't show in a picture.
In this case, we removed the pin ahead of time, then put it back for the picture.



It's more important to show the 'goal' of the shot than the actual action. In this case, pulling the pin
partially out shows the viewer what the complete pin looks like, even though the task is essentially
complete by the time the photo is taken.



Make sure that your hand (or any other object) does not interfere with the action being performed.
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Step 7



Thread the new guitar string through the bridge pin, and position it along the appropriate string
guide.



Insert the pin fully into its hole.

 The only time two people are really necessary is when both hands are needed in the shot.


You can often get a better angle on the shot if you prop up the object.
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Step 8


Insert the other side of the guitar
string through the keyhole of the
guitar peg.



For fine tasks like this, zoom way in
the action.



Adjust the tripod legs so two legs
are much shorter than the third. This
allows you to cantilever the camera
over the shot to get a more vertical
angle.



If it's hard to show an action from
just one angle, take two or three
pictures for the same step.



Wind the string until it is somewhat
tight, and then press it into the
fretboard channel.



Continue winding until it is close to
being tuned.

Step 9
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Step 10


Use a guitar tuner to check the tune
of the string. Adjust accordingly until
the string is properly tuned.



This picture managed to capture:


A clear representation of the
performed action (both person
and object)



The end result that's being
achieved

 For every picture you take, you have
to ask yourself: "What am I trying to
convey with this picture?"
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